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ABSTRACT

This thesis

creates a plan

residences and

for the

businesses.

implementation

practical

By implementing low-cost,

scale, tremendous benefits

can occur

in

areas such as

of

high-speed

communication

technologies, many barriers

the general public. This thesis

and global

implementation.

This thesis

evaluates

proposes a plan

Subscriber Line technologies
Network (ISDN),
copper wire

as

the

intent

technology
of

solution

this thesis is

not

lines)

to

is based

the

be

on

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

solution.

chosen

used

many

promotion of

to quickly and globally implement a

residences and

The

several successful

remain

trials of

before deployment

as potential solutions

(collectively referred to

and cable modem.

(i.e. telephone

the

The three

as

various

can occur

to

studies

for high-speed

candidate systems are

Digital

xDSL), Integrated Services Digital

technology

for high-speed

factors,

for

communication on a global

to bridge the gap between theoretical test

three communication systems

communication and selects one system as

communication

Internet communication, interactive

multimedia, telecommuting, and distance learning. Despite

high-speed

high-speed

solution, xDSL, allows twisted-pair

communication.

The

all of which correspond

xDSL; rather, the primary

choice of xDSL

to practicality. The

objective

is to

create a plan

low-cost, high-speed communication infrastructure for

businesses.
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1. Introduction

Throughout the world, businesses
education and entertainment.

a

and residences

The popularity

of

depend

upon networks

the Internet

and

to provide

information,

the World Wide Web has

created

tremendous demand for many network-related services, such as interactive multimedia,

telecommuting, video-conferencing,
system

for

remote network access

not provide

can

frustrated

currently

with

very

distance learning. Unfortunately, the

analog

the performance required

increasingly
they

and

by

times,

communication system

global

implementation

can

Expert

Group, 1994). Just

as construction of

and

expansion of

have

a

for

the United

States,

the

implementation

of

regard

to geographical

boundaries.

1997,

conducted

high-speed

several major

successfully demonstrated the
and

Todd R. Engle
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used

does

becoming

limited in the

services

highway

high-speed

system

in the 1950s

century (3Com, 1995). The

individuals to interact

Microsoft, GTE, U.S. West,

communication

capabilities of various technologies

businesses. While the data trials focused primarily

Page 9

capable of

information highways in the

next

communication will allow

of

businesses

today's world (Broadband Services

into the

corporations, such as

many data trials

on

construction of

global

to homes

are

residences and

the interstate

will generate economic and social changes well

Warner,

businesses

revolutionary impact

1990s

From 1995 to

telephone lines

today's users and applications. Users are

slow access

widely

provide customers.

A cost-effective, high-speed

facilitated the

modems over voice-grade

most

without

and

Time

(GTE, 1997). The data trials
for high-speed

on

the technical

communication

details

of high-

Capstone Thesis
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speed

communication, many

implementation
availability

of

the year 2000

real-world

to the general

issues

of

deployment, in

in the very

near

technology

Without the

communication

and resolved

resolution of

these

to be created

The

issues,

which

the

focuses

on

until

the

to promote the implementation of high-speed

future.

for globally

implementing

and residences.

a

cost-effective, high-speed

Three high-speed

evaluated, and a single technology, Digital Subscriber Line

solution.

before

to the general public may not occur

practical plan needs

infrastructure for businesses

are

to be addressed

public.

order

proposes a practical plan

technologies

need

beyond (King, 1996). A

or

communication

the

issues

cost-effective, high-speed

communication

This thesis

can occur

more

plan specifies a

communication, from the end-user, to the

complete,

end-to-end system

network access

provider, to the

Network

Service

Access

Providers

Provider

communication

(xDSL), is

chosen as

for high-speed

service provider:

Customer
Premise

Corporate
Networks

Figure 1: Communication System Overview
(U.S. Robotics,

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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1.1 Definition

of

Customer premise,
offices.

Key

Terms

as shown

in Figure 1, includes residences, home

Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)

represents

any device, located

premise, that is part of a communication system. For example, a

a telephone

is

a

type of customer premise equipment,

communication system.

and other

Access

devices necessary for

network

network

For this thesis, CPE

is the

is

the customer

a customer

referred

to

as

a

CO

the local

the telephone network represents

involve modems,

between the

loop,

and

predominately

company's central office

and a customer premise

specifies a complete end-to-end

equipment, and the

premise,

personal computers

a

(PCs),

implementing high-speed communication.

communication system

connecting the telephone

premise

and

residence

within

business

customer premise and an access

provider, such as a telephone or cable company. The telephone system's access

is usually

between

will

offices and small

(CO)

is commonly

consists of

to

called

a customer premise.

the

system, it focuses primarily

subscriber

line. In Figure 2,

twisted-pair

on

subscriber

network

copper wire

The

connection

line. While this thesis

the access network,

a typical access network

is

customer

shown:

Telephone
Customer Premise
Equipment

Voice

))
Personal

Switch

A

Modem

Computer

Customer Premise

Subscriber Line

Telephone

Company

Central Office

Figure 2: Access Network Architecture

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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Two terms,

upstream and

direction

data flow from the

refers

of

to the direction

situations where

flow,

are used

data flow from the

data flow is

the subscriber line is considered to be asymmetric.

stated

upstream and

previously, the proposed implementation

practical are

followed throughout the thesis. The

theoretical or

action: not

ideal.1"

refers

to the

to the access network provider. Downstream

to the customer premise. In

access network provider

upstream

data flow for both the

in this thesis. Upstream

frequently

customer premise

the subscriber line's

represents an equal

As

of

downstream,

plan

plan

is

not equal

to the downstream data

Conversely,

a symmetric subscriber

downstream

paths

is

The definitions

practical.

"relating to,

The details for implementation

are

(i.e.

channels).

or manifested

"capable

of

the underlying theme of the thesis is "disposed to

line

of

in

the word

practice or

being put to use

useful.2"

Finally,

or account:

action as opposed

abstraction.3"

to speculation or

1.2 Definition

of

High-Speed Communication

Since the term "high-speed

is relative, it

communication"

1987, high-speed data communication (to homes
defined

as

9,600 bits

per second

communication as millions of

multi-megabit

bits

transmission rate

network services.

The

(9.6 kilobits

(megabits)

per

be defined in this

businesses

second,

per second

or

helps to demonstrate the

telephone

over

context.

lines)

In

would

be

kbps). This thesis defines high-speed

(Mbps). The

is due to the data intensive demands

following table compares

transmission rates, and

and

must

reason

for

defining

of current and

different transmission times

enormous potential of

a

future

at various

high-speed

communication:

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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Table 1-1: Comparison of Different Transmission Times

File Types

File Size

Various Transmission Rates

Transmit

Transmit

Transmit

Transmit

Transmit

Time @

Time @

Time @

Time @

Time @

56 kbps

64 kbps

384 kbps

1536 kbps

2048 kbps

(1.5

(2

Mbps)

Mbps)

15.6

sec

2.6

sec

0.7

sec

0.5

sec

sec

31.2

sec

5.2

sec

1.3

sec

0.9

sec

min

10.4

min

1.7

min

26

Digitized Photo

1 Megabit

17.9

Movie

2 Megabits

35.7

X-ray Image

40 Megabits

11.9

Large Computer

500 Megabits

2.5 hours

Clip

at

sec

2.2 hours

21.7

5.4

min

19.5

sec

4

min

sec

min

Program

The

maximum

kilobits
kbps

per

and

greater.

downstream

speed of

second, or 56 kbps). As shown

1.5 Mbps is

While

extreme.

The

greater performance

be defined, due to technological

An increase in

possibility

today's analog

communication

for the

the

performance

per second

desired

by the end-user,

(56

difference between 56

and

practical

2 Mbps is

limitations

even

must

and economical concerns.

access network

have

to actually

a

wide-ranging impact in many

exceed

access network's capabilities

a service provider's networks.

is 56,000 bits

difference between 56 kbps

system, such as a modem's interface to a

1997). Additionally, the

December 1997

always

access network performance will

exists

Todd R. Engle

by Tablel-1,

performance

is

modems

A study

of

the

also exceed

the

(U.S. Robotics,

maximum

the Internet helps to demonstrate this

Page 13

The

performance of other areas of a

personal computer

may

areas.

data

rate of

case.
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The

Internet,

and other

(ABR) mode,

IP (Internet

systems, generally function in

Protocol)

and are therefore graceful about

Furthermore,

most

speeds above

Tl (1.544

Internet

servers

today

accommodating

operate at

56

kbps,

Mbps), limiting useful data rates

various and

an

Available Bit Rate

speeds.

varying

and power servers seldom operate at

to 1.5 Mbps for

time

some

(Maxwell,

1997).

For

performing Internet communication,

end-users

network

is

not

Since Internet

homes

and

communication

businesses,

implementation

on

the access

the

of

is

a

key reason

capabilities of

high-speed

users

various response

times

may be

acceptable

This

in

example

able

faster

individuals may have

involved in retrieving

to wait 20

demonstrates

general public.

December 1997

Mbps

access

or

less.

significance

this thesis proposes

limit

an

in the

specification

initial

2 Mbps transmission

of

rate

review

seconds

a

response

with

more critical needs.

40 Megabit

this

times

X-ray

X-ray

(which is

at

high-speed

Table 1-1

showed the

different transmission

stored at a remote

for the information, but

a

12

minute

rates.

hospital),

delay may

not

the

be

critical situations.

and also shows

Todd R. Engle

Therefore,

rate.

.5

the

implementing high-speed communication to

the Internet have great

appreciate

physician, for example, needs to

physician

for

communication with a practical

may greatly

communication, but some

a

rate on

network.

Casual Internet

If

6 Mbps transmission

practical, since the majority of the Internet servers operate at 1

the access network's transmission

of

a

one

the enormous

With

benefit

of

potential of

high-speed

communication

in the

area of

telemedicine,

implementing high-speed communication to the

some applications and

services,

Page 14

however,

a multi-megabit

transmission rate
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is

not

simply

a

benefit

it is

or a critical need

An

a requirement.

example of

this type of

service

is multimedia.

1.3 Multimedia: The Future

Multimedia is

a

very important

communication.

and

1997). Multimedia

and

increases interest

users.

The two

for the

exchange of

classified

by

the

information is

effectively

mechanisms of

and written

information. The

retention

nature of

the

conference

stored or

live,

is

is playing

a

the goal

of multimedia

moving images (3Com,

human communication,

communication, creating

a

use of multiple communication

the

content and

method of consumption

interactive

multimedia.

video cassette recorder.

interactive

is to

of

(3Com, 1997).

tape on a

an example of real-time

forms

multimedia.

communicate

An

By

Whether the

information quickly

and

(MPEG, 1997).

Multimedia is

everywhere

the

and still and

main categories are stored playback and real-time

example of stored playback multimedia

contrast, a video

language,

significantly improves

and

Multimedia is commonly

simultaneous use of multiple

fundamental

spoken

high-speed

service which requires

text, graphics, voice, sound,

imitation,

multi-dimensional context

the

as

appeals to the various

including observation

by

noteworthy

Multimedia is defined

communications media, such as

paths

Communication

of

part of a

fundamental trend in computing,

and

(3Com, 1997). Multimedia is being deployed

corporate

network,

and

multimedia applications

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

is reaching into the

daily

lives

it

not

of

will

only in workgroups, but throughout

the

general population.

being deployed over networks today range

Page 15

eventually be deployed

from distance

The

learning

(e.g.
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computer-based seminars and

and

conferencing
all

degree programs) to

collaborative

telemedicine). To respond to this trend,

forms. The fundamental

computing (e.g.

networks must support multimedia

requirement to support multimedia transmission

communication, ranging from hundreds

of

kilobits

video

to tens

per second

in

is high-speed

of megabits per second

(3Com, 1997).

Due to the

minimize

seconds

both

delay

and

lost information. For

(between the issuance

users, as

long

multimedia

effective

data, it requires networking

continuous nature of multimedia

as

video and audio

human interaction is

The MPEG

multimedia

International Standard in

not possible.

require

applications,

January 1999,

(MPEG, 1997). Interactive
telemedicine

delivery

Significant delays

standards

entitled

and

it

rate mode of

information) is

By contrast,

in

real-time

received

currently

MPEG-4. The MPEG-4

specifies a

MPEG-4,

in

a

tolerated

by

interactive

timely

manner,

developing

a standard

standard will

data transmission

rate

become

"up to 4

they demonstrate

an

Mb/s"

videoconferencing, videophone,

and

or

are not acceptable.

body is

multimedia applications such as

the high bit

of

transmission must be

(Moving Picture Experts Group)

for interactive

the

the information is delivered smoothly.

applications,

multimedia, delays of a few

stored-playback

of a command and

technologies that

and

the need for high

speed communication.

1.4 Requirements

This thesis
the list

creates a set of requirements

of requirements

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

for high-speed communication,

from the GTE Data Trial (GTE, 1997)
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and

which

is

modeled after

Pulsecom Corporation's
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system solution

for high-speed

these requirements,
considered useful.

1997),

with

every

networks

requirement

The implementation

which are considered to

(Pulsecom, 1997). The implementation

plan adheres

to

being met for the implementation plan to be

plan also

follows

be both beneficial

and

a set of goals and objectives

desirable, but not essential for

(Pulsecom,

successful

implementation.

1.4.1 High Data Transmission Rate

As previously noted, the

proposed solution must

include

a multi-megabit per second

transmission rate. A minimum limit of one megabit per second

(Mbps)

transmission rate. A technical solution with

less than

will not

be

a

transmission

rate

will

be

data

required as

the

one megabit per second

selected as a possible solution.

1.4.2 Global Deployment

The

solution must

include deployment to

a communication plan

communication.

geographical

to be

truly

countries and regions other

practical, it

The many issues relating to

limitations,

political

must recognize

global

restrictions,

the

deployment

than the United States. For

need

must

for

world-wide

be addressed,

such as

and economics.

1.4.3 Wide-Scale Deployment

The

plan must

specify immediate implementation,

which

is to be commercially

used

by the

general public.

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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1.4.4 Short-Term Deployment

The

solution

has

a

time-to-market requirement

of six months or

less. A five

year plan

is

not

acceptable.

1.4.5 Low Cost To Consumers

A

practical solution would not expect consumers to endure

equipment

set at

purchases,

$300 for

or

for

continuous service

one-time equipment

purchases,

fees. The

and

$50

large expense,

maximum

per month

either

limits for

for

for

one-time

consumer cost

continuous service

is

fees

(ADSL Forum, 1997).

1.4.6 Low Cost To Suppliers

The

suppliers cannot

Due to the varying

implement high-speed

and subjective

requirement cannot

be

for the implementation

degrees

constrained

plan

to

by

communication unless

of

it is

financial benefit for the

specific numbers.

financially beneficial.

various

Therefore, it is left

suppliers, this

as a general guideline

follow.

1.4.7 High Growth Potential

The

solution must

have long-term future benefits. It

must allow

for growth, specifically increased

speed and new services.

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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1.5 Objectives

The

goals and objectives of the plan are

generally defined

1 Utilization

of

existing infrastructure: equipment,

2. Utilization

of

existing

.

3. Selection

of a

4. Reduction

of

high

billing

and authentication

user

at

really

cost of

data

emerging markets, I
want.

And it

$150 for the box

appears

at

resort

that

K-mart,

technologies

communication

(PSTN)

voice switches

by

networks

aforementioned requirements and objectives

look

infrastructure

traffic on Public Switched Telephone Network

have

Gene Frantz (Dunn, 1997), business development
we

personnel and procedures

speed service which outperforms other

moving data to high-speed backbone

The

as:

to an

what

and a

one common

manager

wants

monthly

is

a

needs of

for Texas Instruments,

interesting concept

he

link: the

data

and

try

states:

user.

"When

to decide what does the

rate of about

service no more

the

than

6 Mbps

or

better,

at a

$20 from the telephone

company."

To

achieve

must

be

these

resolved

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

extensive

"customer

requirements"

as suggested

before low-cost, universal, high-speed

Page 19

by Mr. Frantz,

communication

becomes

several

issues

a reality.
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2. Current Problems

Many
The

current problems must

problems exist

sociology

refers

technology, in

technology,

before high-speed

solved

in many areas, specifically technology, economics,

addition

and

to the impact

of

technology

do

not address

their information and

expanded

2.1

For

be implemented.
The

and sociology.

the lifestyle of an individual.

many

area of

high-speed,

Many

too narrowly focused

other critical areas.

"care

consumers want

correct on cost and

to include

communication are

not about embedded

entertainment services come

wireless, or satellite links. What

While Ankhoa is

on

to the implementation of high-speed

According to Albert Ankhoa (1996), customers
whether

communication can

to the many issues surrounding a society's ability to comprehend and utilize

current approaches

on

be

reliability

is

from twisted pairs,

coaxial

or

cables,

reliability."

affordable price and service

concerns of

availability, and

plant, new plant

the consumer, the list must be

minimal configuration.

Technology Issues

most residences and

lines

via voice-grade

customer)

many

(analog)

end of voice grade

businesses, data communication is
modems.

lines

and

Voice

grade modems operate at

transmit signals through the

without

alteration; the network treats them exactly like

method

has many

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

accomplished over

drawbacks, it also has been

a great

Page 20

core

voice signals.

the

telephone

subscriber

switching

(i.e.

network

While this processing

benefit. Despite relatively

slow

speeds,
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be

voice-grade modems can

million such

The

would

line exists,

and

there are

nearly 800

locations (ADSL Forum, 1997).

most practical

necessary

connected anywhere a telephone

work.

implementation

For

an

be the ability to

transmission.

plan of

implementation

of

any

technology

would

specify the least

high-speed communication,

a

amount of

tremendous benefit

the existing network of telephone lines for multi-megabit

use

Unfortunately,

the current telephone

network

has limitations

on speed.

2.1.1 Infrastructure Limitations

The

speed

limitations

rather, the limitations

edge of

of

telephone lines are not due to the

exist within

the access network

(MHz)

technological

which restrict

become

part of a

Cable Television
CATV

(CATV)

companies'

time

cable

frame, is

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

voice channel

copper access

to only 3.3 kilohertz

lines

attenuation

can pass

(ADSL

(kHz)

frequencies into

Forum, 1997). Despite

the existing infrastructure of telephone lines has the

high-speed

potential

to

network.

also

has

significant

facilities have been

(Ankhoa, 1996). The only
short

the

regions, albeit with substantial

limitations,

the wire;

the telephone system. The telephone company has filters at the

bandwidth (ANSI, 1995). Without filters,
megahertz

physical characteristics of

practical plan

to reduce the

infrastructure limitations.

upgraded

to

Only

two-way digital

about

5%

of

transmission capability

to implement high-speed data communication, in

time-consuming

Page 21

and expensive

task

of new wire

a
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installations.
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2.2 Economical Issues

A

practical

Consumer

implementation

of

high-speed

and supplier resistance

to new

communication must consider the economical

technology is discussed in

the

following

issues.

sections.

2.2.1 Consumer Resistance

The

customer cost

is

a critical

issue. As far

as

the customers are concerned,

to be couch potatoes or to interact with the contents

too

high,

must

be

consumers will continue

to

use

constructed with customer cost

analog

in

at will

modems

they have

the

choice

(Ankhoa, 1996). If customer cost is

for the

next

decade. The

entire plan

mind.

2.2.2 Supplier Resistance

Suppliers

are resistant

implementation

not practical

central office

of

fiber

plan cannot

in the

pair copper wire

to capital

dedicate large

current economy.

to

capital

(CO). The

copper wire

to infrastructure

For example, the

connect most residences and

current

investment. The

improvement, because

telephone network

uses

many businesses to the telephone

infrastructure is limited,

and

does

not

that is

twisted

company's

have the

capabilities

optic cable.

However, replacing

the

"fiber to the curb") is

a

network will cost about

of

expenditures without short-term return on

current access network with

costly

$1,500

the existing 800 million

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

proposition.

per current

worldwide

Industry

fiber

optic cable

experts estimate

telephone customer

telephone
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lines

(referred to

as

FTTC,

or

that creating an FTTC

(Ankhoa, 1996). The replacement

would cost more

than three-quarters of a
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trillion dollars

(Analog Devices,

1997).

2.3 Social Issues

Personal

cabling.

located in

computers are seldom

Personal computers, especially

telephone line

(Ankhoa, 1996).

telephone

line,

computer.

Additional

If

a

for

ones

communication

will need

consumers

is

to the television

adjacent

or

television coaxial

desiring network access, typically

high-speed

the residential customer

work

home

a

to either

viewed as a

sit near a

technology does

install

new

not utilize

the

or relocate

wiring

definite drawback to

the

successful

deployment.

A practical

plan

for high-speed

communication which

the basic system

has

communication would attempt

existed

of voice-grade modems and

deviates from this

If a television is

screen),

follow the

model of

for approximately two decades. Consumers readily

contributing factor to the popularity
which

to

of

data

communication

model would need

used as a network

major changes must occur

telephones. The simplicity

to have

today.

significant advantages

social patterns of

normal social patterns of consumers would

greatly

reduce

the

this model is a large

Any technology

interface device (i.e. the television
in the

of

to

screen

end-user.

understand

solution

warrant

is the

the

computer

The interruption

the opportunity

for

change.

of

successful

deployment.

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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3. Potential Solutions

3.1 Integrated Services Digital Network

Integrated Services Digital Network
which

simultaneously transmits

(ISDN) is

an all-digital

voice conversations and

telephone wires. Two important aspects of ISDN

telephone

ISDN is

lines

part of an

are

flexibility

and

evolutionary process,

over

the

standards

same phone

started

and

BRI)

enjoy the

telecommunications

data

key

over

same pair of copper

differentiators from analog

in the 1950s, to

ultimate goal of

upgrade

ISDN, designed

access

voice,

error-free performance of

operates over most of

the

technology

speed.

organizations, allows users to

line

Rate Interface (ISDN

and

data transfer

from analog to digital technology. The
international

(ISDN)

the telephone

over a

data, fax,

decade

network

ago

by

video and graphics

digital technology. ISDN Basic

the telephone wiring in

place

today:

iveii
0JM**

iv

ft***

f$fc

V&BI

Figure 3: ISDN Architecture
(Microsoft, 1997)

Todd R. Engle
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ISDN brings the speed,

flexibility and reliability of digital communications

businesses, delivering the total bandwidth of a
(Microsoft, 1997).
always used to

signaling
of

Two

carry

of

channel used to

Based

on speed

for ISDN
kbps

are

of

carry instructions
is

which

channels, operate

(Data)

to simply

as

"2B

at

64 kbps

channel, is

+

or small

separate channels

and are

16 kbps

a

tell the telephone network how to

often referred

handle

each

D."

ISDN

alone, ISDN is significantly better than analog

four times faster than the latest

upstream).

(Bearer)

data traffic. A third channel, the D

the B channels. The combined BRI

3.1.1 Advantages

144 kbps digital line into three

the channels, called B

voice or

into homes

ISDN is nearly

nine

modem

communications.

technology

over

analog

times faster than V.32bis modems,

Top

phone

which

data

rates

lines (28.8

transmit data

at

14.4 kbps.

3.1.2 Disadvantages

of

ISDN

Unlike analog telephone service, ISDN

company

must

have installed the necessary

Additionally, because ISDN is
end-user's residence or

a

business

company's central office

December 1997

is

not

universally

equipment

in the

digital service, it is very
must

(typically

the central office, ISDN may not be

Todd R. Engle

service

be located

within a

18,000 feet). As

a

to outside interference. An

limited distance

result,

A local telephone

end-user's central office.

sensitive

a communication option

Page 25

available.

even

if the

for many

of

the telephone

equipment

is installed

at

users.
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From

a

high-speed

communication

First, ISDN BRI provides
data-intensive
use

a

perspective, ISDN is disadvantageous for

transmission rate of only 128

applications of the present and

future,

kbps,

which

congestion of

the

complexity, due to the integration

of voice and

remain as part of

technology

every home

December 1997

reach

most users

services"

migration of

Todd R. Engle

Secondly, ISDN

(PSTN) for

data. Even though

Conclusion: ISDN may have begun the
eventually

for many

a

will

data call,

PSTN (Ascend, 1996). Finally, ISDN has inherent

mainly for the data service, the "integrated

which will

not sufficient

such as multimedia.

two channels through the Public Switch Telephone Network

contributing to the

is

several reasons.

Page 26

digital

over

and office

the

the local

employ ISDN

system.

loop, but

xDSL

is the

(Ascend, 1996).
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3.2 Digital Subscriber Line Technologies

(xDSL)

3.2.1 Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
home

or

business

with a

(ADSL) provides high-speed communication to

telephone line. ADSL supplies three separate

the same phone line. Phone conversations are carried

provider to the user

(kbps)

is transferred

on another

line

at speeds

to 9 million-bits-per-second (Mbps). The third

to the service

provider at speeds

on one

frequency

almost

any

channels over

channel, while data from the

service

ranging from 16 kilobits-per-second

channel runs

data

upstream

from the

user

up to 640kbps.

Server

Existing
telephone line

/
I

Core
Network

ADSL
1 S tn f\ Mbps

ADSL

^

Internet
<

ui tn 640 kbps

Figure 4: ADSL Architecture

3.2.2 High Bit Rate Digital Subscriber Line (HDSL)

Using the

existing

copper

infrastructure, High bit rate Digital Subscriber Line (HDSL)

full duplex Tl (1.544 Mbps)

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

or

El (2.048

Mbps) data transmission
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across

provides

existing twisted

pair
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copper without repeaters.

Tl/El lines, it

Not only is HDSL the fastest

also provides

transmission quality

and

least costly

comparable

solution

for

deploying

to fiber.

Existing
telephone line

4

544

nr

7 04S Mbps

1 544

nr

7 04R Mbps

Figure 5: HDSL Architecture

3.2.3 Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line

Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line

high-speed,
phone

at

currently done

Voice

with

and

analog

POTS (Plain Old Telephone

data

data rate. SDSL, along

will not

modems and

December 1997

with

ADSL,

be transmitted through the
ISDN

route voice to the circuit-switched networks and

Todd R. Engle

provides symmetric

160 kbps to 2.084 Mbps. This technology is

that require a symmetric

on voice networks.

as

simultaneously

variable rate communications and

line. It transmits data

applications

(SDSL)

(SDSL)

Page 28

services.

data to the

Instead,

(bi-directional)

Service)
suitable

relieves

on a single

for

the

congestion

circuit switched

telephone

network,

companies will

packet-switched networks.
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Existing
telephone line

60 kbps tn 7 Mbps

1 60kbps tn 7 Mbps

Figure 6: SDSL Architecture

3.2.4

With

Very

High Bit Rate Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL)

Very high bit rate Digital

location

grows closer

to the central office. A data rate of 13 Mbps

5,000 feet away from the
3,000 feet

away.

Subscriber Line (VDSL), the data

central

51 Mbps

can

be

office,

while a rate of

achieved at a

26 Mbps

distance

of

rate

can

can

increases
be

be

as

provided

provided

1,000 feet from the

the

customer's

to a

to

subscriber

a subscriber

central office.

Existing
telephone line

n Mbps a ooo ft

)

76 Mhrs noon ft

)

51 Mbps (1 OOP ft

)

Figure 7: VDSL Architecture

Todd R. Engle
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3.2.5 Advantages
A

key

advantage

of xDSL

for

xDSL

Telephone Service) wiring
cable

line,

installation. The

which

is

technology is

affecting the

without

xDSL

that it can operate

more secure than a shared medium.

shared with other

3.2.6 Disadvantages
While the existing

by

are noted

infrastructure is

Caruso

copper circuits equipped with

lines. Secondly,
lines in the

These

xDSL's

invented xDSL,

and providers stick

Regarding
DLC,

load coils,

which connects

This

they

will

be

constant.

new

not

However,

telephone lines

million

digital

large

advantage

scale.

and

for xDSL, it may

Three underlying

the

world-wide.

loops, particularly

have

solutions.

should not

stay

be

within

loop carrier (DLC)

to a central office. If the

20

be

higher

Bellcore,

a significant

user

is

can

within

be

the

to other

mean

which claims

to

for

that users

of

the

vendors

18,000 feet.

Copper lines

18,000 feet

copper

have

factor if equipment

used.

past

speed xDSL.

the guidelines of 1.5 Mbps at

device

a

provisioned on

potential

existing local loops
with

be

percent of all copper

interference

on

problems of

have installed in the

problem affects as much as

pose considerable

also prove to

xDSL cannot

which phone companies

also

line quality

to the standard

a

key

Finally, length limitations

notable, but

load coils,

800

Rendleman (1996). First,

to adjust for longer

states that

a

a

high frequencies

same cable sheath.

problems are

and

a central office.

and carriers will need

of

the line

line is

telephone

single

for

telephone

service over a single

the

need

of xDSL

copper

far from

since

rate of

is the availability

limiting factor in implementing xDSL on

residences

dedicated

Also,

users, the available transmission

most significant advantage of xDSL

infrastructure

a

existing POTS (Plain Old

transmission, eliminating the

voice

technology provides

over

connect to the

DLC,

the user

can

still get xDSL.

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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3.3 Cable Modems
3.3.1 Introduction

A

cable modem

is

(CATV) network.

a

device

For consumers,

cable wall outlet and

produce a

high-speed

communication

a cable modem will

the other to a computer. Cable

30 Mbps transmission

upstream rate

as

which allows

rate

typically have

modem

to the consumer (i.e.

(Maxwell, 1997). The following diagram

through the cable TV

two connections, one to the

technology has

downstream),

represents

the

and a

the cable

potential

"low

modem

to

Mbps"

architecture,

defined in the Cable Modem to Customer Premises Equipment Interface Specification (Lipoff,

1996):

Distribution Hub

or

Headend

; Personal
! Computer
Cable
Modem

upstream
remote

splitter

and

dialup

filter

access

bank

server
.data

Coax

Cable Modem
Termination System
O/E

Fiber

Node
Demod.

Distribution

Network

generic

headend
O/E

switch

Node

Mod.

O/E
Node
Combiner

Figure 8: Data Over Cable Reference Architecture
(Lipoff, 1996)
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Cable
a

head-end,

customer

For

hybrid fiber/coaxial (HFC) networks,

modems operate over

and

branch

coaxial cables

fiber feeder from

installed from the Optical Network Unit (ONU) to

locations. In many configurations,

communication to occur over

comprised of

CATV

as

100

as

many

users

networks via cable

may

share a single cable

line.

modems, the customer's cable

modem communicates with the cable company's cable modem, which

is located

at

the ONU

location.

Most CATV

systems

today

cable, sometimes serving

way

are not

as

many

amplifiers that preclude

lines have been installed

However,

any

with

few

The

subscribers

process of

two-way

upgrading

by

customers

tree and branch compositions of coaxial

from

a single

head-end unit,

with one

data flow (Maxwell, 1997). Since 1993, many CATV

amplifiers, creating

make

a coaxial system

physically replacing

deal

not convenient

to the

resistant

line

are

an upstream path

from 5 to 45 MHz.

noise and channel problems

high-speed

with so

many

upstream channels unattainable after

have joined the line (Lipoff, 1996).

requires a great

very

10,000

they

the sheer size of these networks and the

accomplished

are

as

rather

upstream

subscribers attached to a common

a

HFC;

of work:

ONU,

to capital

from

unidirectional

amplifiers.

The

installing fiber optic

and

process of

cables,

upgrading from

installing ONUs,

replacing the few remaining

expenditures unless a

to bi-directional may be

on

to HFC

rerouting any

coax amplifiers.

high ROI (return

coax

Cable

investment)

coax

companies

exists

(Maxwell, 1997).

Todd R. Engle
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3.3.2 Advantages

One

of

Cable Modems

significant advantage of cable modem

transmission

boost

rates

do

signal power

potential

not

depend

3.3.3 Disadvantages

of

and

the number

number of

rate

in

variation

exist

provide

are wired

major

for

and most significant

both

upstream and

(and expensive)

infrastructure)

cable network

advantage

access

to

disadvantage is the lack

downstream channels,
to the cable

possibly through

vendors.

high-speed

is the

With

cannot compete with

evolving,

all of

the many

of

a shared

outside of

analog

these

limited

(Ankhoa, 1996).

communication.

have two

To

options: either make

or utilize a separate connection

modem over

which will

a

in the line

the United States.

bi-directional

infrastructure,

noise

line. Secondly,

cable companies

an

communication

occur, dependent on

throughout the world are wired for cable

enhancements

from different

will

capacity

seeking

cable modem standards are still

equipment

cable modems as a

for cable, especially homes

upstream communication

Finally,

for using

cable modem

Additionally, very few businesses

A third

in the

to the end-user.

of simultaneous users

homes

as amplifiers

that

Cable Modems

Several distinct disadvantages

First,

distance,

upon coaxial cable

sufficiently (Ankhoa, 1996). Another very important

30 Mbps transmission

technology.

technology for high-speed communication is

the telephone

further limit the

disadvantages,

advantages of xDSL

interoperability

cable modems

technology

network.

and

(and the

of

cable

the telephone

network.

Todd R. Engle
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4. Practical Solution

(xDSL)

4.1 Selection Criteria

The

selection of xDSL as the practical

technology for high-speed

communication was

based

on

the requirements from Section 1 Due to the 800 million telephone lines in existence world-wide,
.

any technology that
forms

other

4.2

800

balance

telephone

connected

lines

exist

other countries

have very

megabit access

old

50%

more

reason

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

today,

well

users.

In

being the

loop plant is

with

70%

a

distinct

connected

still projected

can support rates of

favorable

loop plants,

advantage over

to residences,

and

the

cable

length

of

to

exceed

900

or

6 Mbps

or more

statistics.

percentage of copper

RADSL),

summary: xDSL

availability

of

with speeds

is the

the

non-copper

million

lines

by

(ADSL Forum, 1997).

However,

lines that

some countries or

are

actually

technology for

several

usable

for

variable rate

slightly below 1 Mbps, may

chosen

and

these lines can accommodate ADSL at

below 80% (TeleChoice, 1997). In these situations,

ADSL (Rate-Adaptive ADSL,

primary

world

States, approximately 80%

and

have

may be

to all

in the

world-wide copper

approximately 1.5 Mbps,

connection

infrastructure has

to businesses and pay phones. Despite emerging technologies for

the year 2001. In the United

regions

available

Cable Modems

based systems, the

Many

widely

of communication.

xDSL and

million

can utilize a

enable

reasons, with the

the medium.
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5. Practical Implementation

For

successful

practical

deployment

implementation

office xDSL modem

effects on

methods.

dedicated to

technologies, the

ADSL

The

industry needs

Currently, dedicated

each subscriber.

scalability, reliability, and cost, and has

communication via xDSL.

current

of xDSL

of xDSL

xDSL

to

implementations have

This implementation

prevented

incorporate the

method

most

one central

has had

negative

the deployment of high-speed

following diagram represents the implementation

model of

systems:

ADSL implementation

Today

Om Tele* Central Offle*
Modamts [indicated lo Each
Household Or Business

HulU{ll**K
ATM r Highspeed
B4cW>omUr*
Dati Csnltr

Figure 9: Dedicated ADSL Implementation Model
(NetSpeed, 1997)

Todd R. Engle
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The

current

dedicated

another model must

follow is

and

provided

analog

model of xDSL

be

constructed

to

in

xDSL systems are

consumers.

beneficial to

December 1997

to

for

implementation.

system.

devices to

fairly costly

until

is non-dedicated,

Todd R. Engle

xDSL

not practical

The

paradigm

dynamically

wide-scale

currently

device to

consumers or service providers.

xDSL

systems,

Page 36

referred

to

used with voice switches

to the lack

be

of volume

able

economics of

Therefore,

"on-demand"

correct model

serve several users.

service providers will

large-scale deployment occurs, the

the

and

bandwidth. The

implement, largely due

implementation,

deployment,

Interestingly,

allocate

a central office enables a single

mass-market

However,

systems are not

solution

these

modems allows

deployment. With

for

by today's telephone

oversubscription of ports

Current

is simply

to as

to

the cost

dedicated

the only

dial-up

reduce

xDSL

practical

xDSL.
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5.1 Dial-UpxDSL

Telephone
Fax

Company

Central Office

relephone

Voice
Switch

POTS

6

Telephone Line

f^t

1&

Personal

xDSL

Computer A

Modem

u

(single

pair

twisted wire)

POTS

POTS

Splitter

Splitter

It
xDSL
multiplexer

Telephone Line

^-&
Personal

xDSL

Computer B

Modem

Q

(single

u

pair

twisted wire)

POTS

POTS

Splitter

Splitter

' '."

"T

XDSL

multiplexer

Telephone

Company

Central Office

Figure 10:

5.1.1

Dial-Up xDSL Architecture

Reliability and Fault Tolerance

Service

providers and customers are accustomed

dedicated xDSL, the
intervention to

Todd R. Engle
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to the redundancy

one-to-one nature of xDSL connections will

re-establish

links

following

a modem
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failure.

By

of

existing

likely

networks.

With

require manual

providing

a

one-to-many
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association with

modem

5.1.2

dial-up xDSL,

Flexibility

are still

evolving

decisions

quickly

made

xDSL.

to

today

drive the

for flexible

options or the

systems.

ability to

xDSL modems are

individual

Service

generated

by

dial-up

features

support a single

service providers will

RADSL)

providers will not want

provide new

built to

and

and services

line code, it's

deploy a single form

of

designing dual line code

(TeleChoice, 1997).

price prohibitive

technical standpoint,

counterpart

While

(HDSL, ADSL, SDSL, VDSL

of xDSL

the alternative method for achieving compatibility

is truly

tones that are

need

limit future

central offices or even

However,

modems

a

and will

and cost effectively.

unlikely that

xDSL relies on

customer modems.

The

the transmission of "request for

remote modem signals

its

service"

central office

that it is ready to form a broadband connection. This interaction is performed at the

physical

layer

needs to

be

and can

sent.

The

be initiated

off-hook

connections on an as-needed

at

a single central office

fails.

As previously mentioned, the many forms

From

if

consumers will not suffer service outages

by

software

detection

by

drivers that

software

basis, allowing

generate a

initiates

several users

a

"start

tone"

when

data

digital dial tone that then forms

to effectively

share a pool of modems

the central office.

Todd R. Engle
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5.1.3

Interoperability

The digital tones

enabling

can

service providers to

compatible modem

transparently
the

connect

the line as opposed to

Since

detect the

connection

the

delay

mean

of a

The dynamic

nature of

faster than

intact. The

providers can

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

In the

from

user

provide a

the

a

line-code

the connection can occur

are established without

analog

modems.

This implementation

subscriber

result

implement

fast

can reduce

lines to be brought up

is that the

(analog)

modems, it

situation where an end-user wants

even

accessing the

response

is torn

voice-grade

modem connection

communication

subscriber's physical connection

remains

it to

modem,

that customer equipment can store the parameters to train

in establishing the

time would

of

is digital. Connections

second, allowing

by users.

minute) may discourage the
connection

and route

customer's

and

down

(NetSpeed, 1997).

telecom services

Internet,

from the

sequences associated with traditional

network connections are much

growth of

code

The initiation

training-up for each connection.

to fractions

the user

line

incoming modem type

central office system.

implementations

transparently to

signal the specific

because the

to the user,

connection time

the

in the

time-consuming training

Quick

on

be designed to

is

a

to the ISP

service.

down, but

aspect.

a

logical

user never perceives

more cost-effective strategies.
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When

information from

(approximately

The ability to have

time to an impatient

key

one

sub-second

world.

no

data

connection

are

(i.e.

present, the

virtual

disruption in service,

For

encourages

circuit)

and service

applications and services

that
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warrant

dedicated access,

architecture

may

appeal

connections can

to

businesses

be

configured to

and educational

be

permanent.

The dedicated

access

institutions.

5.1.4 System Usage

A study

of

Internet

indicates that

usage patterns

most user

(NetSpeed, 1997). Users download the item they
request another

providers

data transfer

to take advantage

average utilization

In

private

from

when

of

each

they

are

modem, thus

dedicated

placing demands

connections

likely that both residential

bandwidth

sharing

of

another

it for

item.

some

Dial-up

time,

and

then

xDSL enables service

of

lowering deployment costs.

networks, remote offices and telecommuters also use WAN bandwidth sporadically

number of people are

It is

ready for

review

nature

the statistical nature of Internet access and gain a higher level

(NetSpeed, 1997). Larger offices may have

provide

require,

transmissions are intermittent in

since

their peak

bandwidth

Todd R. Engle
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to

meet

and

usage

works and

on

more constant need of

the shared network

the needs of

business

hours

larger

users will

are at

be

corporate

able
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Dial-up

resource.

greater

xDSL can also

locations.

to statistically

different times in

is demonstrated in the

throughput because a

a given

share xDSL

day. The

statistical

following table:
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Table 5-1: Remote Access

Internet Access Usage Patterns
(NetSpeed, 1997)
and

User

Application

Usage Pattern

Residential Web

Internet Access

connects

Surfer

or

for

one

Peak Usage Hours
hour

less, extremely

bursty

Active
p.m.)

at night

(after 5

and weekends

data

transmissions

Power Internet User

Internet

access with

some use of

streaming

applications

connects

less,

for

Active

one or

mixture of

bursty

p.m.)

at night

(after 5

and weekends

and continuous

transmissions

Telecommuter

Remote LAN

access

(e-mail, file transfer)

Connects for
periods

bursty

Small Office/Home

LAN

Office

Shared Internet

interconnect,
access

(3+

Active

long

hours),

weekdays each

data

occasional

transmissions

use

Connects for longer

Active

periods

(8+ hours),

transmissions

during a few
week,

evening

during normal

business hours

fairly

continuous

5.1.5 Deployment Costs

Because

dial-up

subscribers with

are active

half by

xDSL enables modem

far fewer

only 50

modems.

percent of

the

pooling, it allows service providers to

If providers conservatively

time,

estimate

reach more

that xDSL connections

service providers can cut central office equipment costs

in

deploying fewer modems.

Todd R. Engle
December 1997
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As demonstrated in the table above,
whereas

business

users will use xDSL

single modem to pull

double duty:

the evening. The alternative,

drives

systems and

xDSL services.

5.1.6 Economics

of

or

businesses

modem

basis.

recouped

or

be

cases

Every

shared

for

low,

an

This

modem

individual

services,

deployed

enough service providers

must

subscriber

the

even

in

an

xDSL

be

profitability

early

hours,

reduces

and another

a

in

the scalability of

and return on

investment for

service

market.

by initially viewing the number of homes

cost-justified

investment

business

multiple

case

by

effectively enabling

locations. This is

large telephone

launched

for

on a per

by the revenues that can be

much closer

companies are

a single modem

to the business

are

forced

each xDSL customer

xDSL-based
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services, it

up.

may

to

for

case

very familiar. With this

service providers can expect a quicker return on

modem

(ROI)

(TeleChoice, 1997).

be driven down if volumes

then using a dedicated

December 1997

during the day

subscriber,

model often calculates return on

with which

costs can also

Todd R. Engle

case

developed

xDSL services are

infrastructure model,

Equipment

one set of subscribers

deployment

logically deployed to

standard voice

in the evening

Deployment

Dial-up xDSL accelerates
"pass"

Serving

deploying a modem for every

xDSL

being served.

from

active

By utilizing the oversubscription model enabled by dial-up xDSL,

justify

business

primarily

during the day. Dial-up xDSL's modem pooling allows

up, reducing the business

costs

providers can cost

Many

residential users are

If the

not

be

their investment.

price

is sufficiently

cost prohibitive.

could spark a

If

large early demand

and
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allow the

low

In

economy

price points

addition to

at

equipment vendors and service providers

to support

(Ankhoa, 1996).

and reliability.

subscriber can

the more

necessary for

lowering equipment costs, dial-up

space, power,

by

of scale

likely

be

reduced

By

sharing

by

50

10: 1 ratio, the

xDSL cuts operational costs

modems across

percent

reduction

subscribers, the per

(NetSpeed, 1997). When

in

power and cost

is

in the

areas of

watt consumption

oversubscription

even more

is

offered

dramatic (U.S.

Robotics, 1997).

5.1.7 Global Demographics

Dial-up

xDSL

technology

when users require

like

voice and

systems

them. Data networks

ISDN

dedicated

design

systems

model results

world-wide subscribers.

5.2 End-to-end

networks.

December 1997

engineered

today.

Additionally,

in costly over-engineering,
The only

practical model

connections

service providers can

for

and cannot scale

for

bring up

to meet average traffic demands much

By monitoring user activity

a given

wide-scale

deploy

serving area,

area.

The

current

to the varying needs

deployment is

dial-up

of

xDSL.

Interoperability

implementation is the lack

of addressing.

An end-user, through

connection, needs access to multiple services, such as the Internet

Asynchronous Transfer Mode

Todd R. Engle

be

to

to meet the needs of the customers in that

current problem with xDSL

single xDSL

can

networks are created

according to demographics.

providers can

A

enables service providers and corporations

(ATM) is receiving widespread
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a
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support as

the solution
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to xDSL's

However,

problems

addressing

(Taylor, 1997).

not all service providers agree with

addressing

scheme.

Carriers (LEC)

Most Internet Service Providers (ISP)

prefer either

solve this problem,

interoperability between

physical

deployment,
achieving

layer

standardization

The deployment

network.

providers

of

is

xDSL

standard

such

December 1997

over xDSL.

and

To

Westell

PPP

would use

over

ATM

over xDSL

for

end-to-end

interoperability (3Com,

bodies,

exist,

which

significant progress

addressing

leads to

has been

more

made

1997). To facilitate

upper-layer protocols must also occur.

entire

1997). With

architecture on

The fastest

existing

in

rapid

solution

for

standards:

over xDSL.

Providers

may

cases,

mandatory.

Todd R. Engle

Relay

(U.S. Robotics, 1997). These

interoperability (ADSL Forum,

is to base the

of xDSL will

companies

In

deployment is

the standardization of

5.2.1 Two Levels

Local Exchange

modems, routers and access multiplexers.

Through the

namely, PPP over ATM

telephone

that

a competitive multi-vendor environment can

affordable solutions.

establishing

Frame

or

arrive at an official standard

proposed an architecture

successful xDSL

interoperability,

as a standard

Microsoft, Alcatel, Cisco, Fore Systems, U.S. Robotics

have collectively

The key to

xDSL"

over

and competitive

IP, Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)

Technologies have joined forces to

vendors

establishing "ATM

closely involve the telephone

restrict

their operating

explicit agreement on

For

remote corporate

scope

company.

to the access

In

some

deployments,

network or

the

the

backbone

the interactions between different levels of

access, the division
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critical since the corporation

distinguish between

is

almost

acting

Therefore, it is important

as a service provider.

an access network provider and a service network provider

in the

to

end-to-end

interoperability model.

The

network model

is explicitly

for

xDSL will not

established at several

level. Note that both the setup
metering

and

5.2.2 PPP

The

billing by

over

ATM

deviate from the

levels: the

and

between the

(such

as a

that terminate the

or

router)

end-to-end

high-speed

characteristics

With ATM

over

Internet

and

endpoints

the service

network.

include

content

performance,

The ATM

Todd R. Engle
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usage

connection

an end-to-end

the devices

(an

business

the

(ISP,

content

customer

access server or a

router)

protocols.

changing

office customers

corporate

have

from

intranet,

This

enhances

access

to

remote users

or

to Internet/intranet servers, such as

or a video server.

at

ATM

over xDSL architecture preserves the

xDSL environments without

caching server,

load sharing,

all

over xDSL provides seamless connections

addition, ATM provides direct

Internet

for

(Microsoft, 1997).

service provider networks

provider network

residential and small

ATM

the

ATM distribution network, to any ATM backbone, to any

an

the network

are essential

interoperability model is based on

The ATM

ATM

in the

xDSL, the

environments.

layer

and

over xDSL

customer premise networks and

PC

each

the providers involved at the different layers

provider and corporate networks).

premise

In this model, connectivity

level (dial-up), the link level

the release of the session at

proposed xDSL end-to-end service

network

call

dial-up model.

a

to any

to the Internet. In

security server,

Internet services, in terms

of

and redundancy.
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5.2.2.1 PPP

ATM

over

Once ATM layer connectivity is
provider

network, the

setup

technology. Other

as an access

ATM) target campus

operational

of a standard

functions

can

customer premise and

for PPP

connection models

environments and

functionality that high-speed remote

Essential

between the

and release phases at the

using PPP. The definition

established

ATM

session

established

link level

over

ATM

access networks will

be delivered

over

and network

will

for ATM (such

lack the security, session,

the service

as

level

increase the
Classical IP

can

be

use of

over

and auto-configuration

demand (Microsoft, 1997).

ATM using features

well established

in

PPP:

Authentication

Layer 3

address auto-configuration

Multiple

concurrent

destinations (i.e.,

Layer 3 transparency (e.g. both IP

and

multiple

PPP sessions)

IPX

currently

are

supported on

PPP)

Encryption

Compression

Billing

By

and usage

adapting the PPP

accelerated.

used

by

PPP

suite

over

December 1997

to xDSL, the

ATM is

the ISP business

Todd R. Engle

metering

delivery

of an

even more valuable

inter-operable

because it

adheres

service architecture will

to the

be

same service model

(3Com, 1997).
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Easy migration from existing

ISP Access Infrastructure: Since

underlying layer for carrying the PPP session, the majority

of

is only replacing the

xDSL

the ISP

infrastructure is

maintained

(Microsoft, 1997).

Multi-Protocol Support: PPP

Security:

supports multiple

Security is enabled by

and authentication mechanisms.

provided

the connection-oriented

Since

by PPP applies to the entire

Multiple Service Classes: Multiple
different

service classes.

layer 3

Individual

each

ATM

ATM

circuit

protocols.

nature of

only

ATM

plus

PPP's

encryption

PPP session, the security

carries a

connection.

service classes are enabled

user profiles can

be defined

by the nature
as part of

of

policy

ATM to

support

management

in

the network.

5.3 End-User Configuration

5.3.1 POTS Splitter

A

modem and

POTS (Plain Old Telephone

Service)

splitter

transport voice and data over the local loop. The POTS

separates

high

frequency (xDSL)

and

low

is installed

splitter

frequency (POTS)

is

a

at

the user's premise to

hardware device

which

signals at network end and premises

end.

The

functionality

switch and

of

the POTS

splitter

forwards data traffic to the

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

is essential, because it directs
xDSL

Access Multiplexer
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voice calls

(DSLAM) in

to the voice

the central office
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(CO). Without the
data

separation of

frequencies,

end-users would not

have

simultaneous voice and

services.

Telephone

k#

Fax

elephone

Telephone Line

n

-Jk-

(single

xDSL

Computer A

Modem

Splitter

Figure 11:

obstacle

installation

providers

of

to

pair

twisted wire)

POTS

Personal

A large

wide-scale

the POTS

xDSL

deployment

splitter.

Modem

of xDSL

and

POTS Splitter

(and high-speed communication) is the

Current implementation

plans of xDSL require service

to install a POTS splitter in a customer premise,

consuming

activity.

analog

modems.

Aware

(1997)

End-users

Fortunately,

would prefer an

a solution

demonstrated the first

modem applications.

Delivering

POTS

customer

splitters at

the

between the analog

Todd R. Engle
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Company

Central Office

to this

installation

which

is

an expensive and

process which

is

time-

equivalent

to today's

problem exists.

"splitterless"

version of xDSL

downstream

speeds of

Aware'

s

premise,

modems available

today

and
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technology

up to 1.5 Mbps

technology is

an

full-rate ADSL

without

suitable

the

need

important stepping

at

for PC
for

stone

6 Mbps.
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Aware'

s modem can

customer premise's

be

plugged

into any existing

internal wiring is

and acceptance of xDSL will

required.

be significantly

phone

By

jack,

and no modification to the

removing the POTS splitter, implementation

accelerated.

5.3.2 Hybrid High-Speed Modem

Until recently,
contributed

with

xDSL modems

to the

dedicated

have to

lack

could not

be

purchase an separate

company

analog

by

Finally,

user with a

with xDSL standards still

different

xDSL

If

migrate

software upgraded

to ensure it

Consumers moving from

which can

be

Todd R. Engle
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a

upgraded

a

to

14.4

xDSL

or

modem

use

both

was

the

least twice:

to

facsimile

users would

inability for consumers

once

have to
to

keep

desiring the fastest

for 56 kbps analog,

may

a

and again

different telephone
to be purchased.

that

analog

Additionally,

to evolving

by

need

modem

modem combines

will allow users

dial-up

the hybrid

modem can now

buy

a

for

new

56 kbps

xDSL service

to

capabilities with

modem can

standards and allow

(U.S. Robotics, 1997). When
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such as

functions,

a region serviced

28.8 kbps analog

would

interoperability of equipment from

high-speed hybrid

adhere

functions

these

designed

changed, consumers

28.8 kbps modem,

to both technologies.

will

xDSL modems were

standards

a new xDSL modem

equipment,

user access

To

evolving,

to xDSL technology. The hybrid

xDSL, allowing the

at

a user moves

Fortunately, U.S. Robotics has designed
easily

analog

Another limitation

buy new modems

vendors was a concern.

with

some

If xDSL

xDSL modems.

modem.

speed, may have to

xDSL.

different

provided

they have significantly

and

deployment. First, the

upgraded.

Secondly,

their telephone company. A

pace with

available

be

chips and could not

limitations,

several

of wide-scale xDSL

purchase new modems.

(FAX)

for

have had

be

features.

modem

becomes

available
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in the

consumer's service area, the migration to xDSL will

U.S. Robotics has

currently
modem's

charges

hybrid

announced that the

for its 56 kbps analog

immense potential,

modem will

modem

consumers will

be

only

simplified.

cost

$200,

(Greene, 1997). At this

have very few

reasons

for

the price the company

price, and with the

not

migrating to

an xDSL

modem.

Two

other related events are

U.S. Robotics has

modems

announced support

and

for ATM

Windows NT operating

residential and small

use

and

will also accelerate xDSL

they

over xDSL with

its PC

card and

deployment.

its

freestanding

(U.S. Robotics, 1997). Also, Microsoft Corporation has installed ATM drivers in

Windows 95

to

very significant,

PPP

over

business

ATM

users

systems

(Greene, 1997). These

the ability, from

a

PC

and

two events

will give

through ordinary telephone

lines,

over xDSL.

6. Conclusions

6.1

xDSL:

For the

global

technology.

provides

the

The

Only Practical Solution

implementation

Due to the 800

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

telephone

currently

Subscriber Line technologies

used

high-speed communication,

million

end-user with a

businesses to be

of

allow

is the only

practical

lines installed world-wide, the telephone

available mechanism

the telephone lines

for high-speed

xDSL

for

network access.

which connect

to homes

network

Digital

and small

communication.
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6.2 Phased Approach

Currently,

the large majority

asymmetric.

LAN

Applications

of

target applications for high-speed

such as video on

access and multimedia access all

demand, home

phase of

RADSL

implementation

can

problems with

the

implementation

ADSL

and

the xDSL modem to test the

will allow

fastest the line

will use

handle. RADSL

The first

phase will

have

practical

capability

of

the

downstream transmission

a

(ADSL Forum, 1997).

upstream

Rate

line

adaptive

and adapt

the transmission

recognized and solved.

VDSL to be implemented

as

the

rate

to

Internet

system

and

the

speed

to the

phases of

technology improves.

which corresponds with

(Maxwell, 1997). Later

6 Mbps (ADSL),

Therefore,

to ADSL technology, as

The later

2 Mbps downstream transmission rate,

current

remote

ADSL (RADSL).

will also allow an easier migration

infrastructure become

will allow

shopping, Internet access,

feature high data rate demands downstream, to the

subscriber, but relatively low data rates demands

first

communication are

phases will

the

increase the

eventually to 51 Mbps (VDSL).

6.3 Dial-UpxDSL

Current

xDSL systems are

deployment. The

economics of

service providers.

Therefore,

systems, referred to as

Dial-up
to

xDSL allows

serve several users.

Todd R. Engle
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fairly

costly to

dedicated

the only

implement, largely due
xDSL systems are not

practical solution

to the lack of

beneficial to

is non-dedicated,

volume

consumers or

"on-demand"

xDSL

dial-up xDSL.

the

oversubscription of ports

Dial-up xDSL also provides
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in

a central

greater

office,

reliability

and enables a single

and customization.

device

Finally,
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dial-up xDSL enables the xDSL system to dynamically evolve and adapt to new standards

and

technology.

6.4 Standard Protocols

The

interoperation

end-to-end

standards:

PPP

over

ATM

of

the high-speed communication system will be based on
existing

over xDSL.

The

use of

ATM

as

the

layer 2

protocol offers

many

advantages:

Protocol transparency: The

some

countries,

protocol

network

is independent

transparency is

of

also required

the layer 3 protocol (i.e. IP

by

regulatory

constraints

or

IPX.). In

(Microsoft,

1997).

Bandwidth scalability
xDSL, allowing

access

ATM: The scalability

optimal use of each copper

Evolution to different

evolving

of

xDSL members:

technologies,

such as

of

ATM

matches

the rate adaptiveness

of

loop.

Using ATM

with xDSL provides a migration

to

VDSL.

6.5 Hybrid Modem

The primary issues concerning ADSL deployment involve the
and

implementing

issues

are resolved

programmable

hybrid

December 1997

technology

that's continuing to

by implementing

hybrid

modem can

Todd R. Engle

a

be

modem

(as

a system with

proposed

evolve

understanding,

flexible components; specifically,

programmed and upgraded as

the

testing

(Caruso & Rendleman, 1996). These

by U.S. Robotics)
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challenge of

within

technology

the

a

customer premise.

changes and

The

improves.
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Additionally,

the hybrid modem allows consumers and suppliers to evolve

with

the availability of

the technology. Consumers will have guaranteed backwards
compatibility with existing analog
communication systems

upon

for

deployment by

wide-scale

(such

FAX

as

machines and

and can migrate

analog modems),

to

xDSL

the local telephone company. A programmable hybrid modem is a
necessity

deployment

of

high-speed

communication

using

xDSL.

6.6 POTS Splitter

A

"splitterless"

xDSL system

communication

viewed as a

using

xDSL.

necessity for

customer premise

is

a

The

necessity for

of xDSL and

A large

time and

cable modems and

promoting
The

ISDN.

deployment.

xDSL

6.7 Promotion

amount of

this

large

6.8

the only logical and

practical

deployment

will

be

the

time,

high-speed

technology is

cost and

made possible

being spent in

and successful

situation

communication to the general public.

are

By reducing

is currently

cable modems as a potential

unfortunate result of

of

also

complexity

in the very

near

of

future.

High-Speed Communication

expense

Many

deployment

standardization of a splitterless xDSL

universal

configuration,

wide-scale

companies,

for cost-effective,

is the further

The

choice,

xDSL

the media on technologies such as

delay

such as

universal

of

high-speed

be

are

communication.

the availability of high-speed

technologies, along

and must

Microsoft,

promoted

with

in that

the telephone network,

manner.

Summary

This thesis

created a practical plan

Todd R. Engle
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for globally

implementing
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a

cost-effective,

high-speed
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communication

technologies

as the

infrastructure for businesses

were

technology

problems

importance

of

configuration.

solution.

with

near

was

communication a

Todd R. Engle
December 1997

communication

low-cost

splitterless

complete, end-to-end system for high-speed

and

PPP.

addressed,

and solutions were proposed.

system with a minimal amount of

system,

with

the requirements

hybrid high-speed

The

success will

help to make universal,
be

configuration,

modem

that can be

of most end-users.

this thesis is implementation of high-speed

proposed solutions

reality,

chosen

taken into account, specifically in areas of economics and

would meet

goal and objective of

ATM

of xDSL were

end-user wants a

upgraded,

future. If the

plan specified a

in deployment

built-in flexibility. A $200

dynamically
The

The

standard protocols

the end-user

An

Three high-speed

evaluated, and the group of Digital Subscriber Line technologies was

communication, using

Current

and residences.

communication

cost-effective

in the very

high-speed

achieved.
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7. Definitions

and

Access Network: Portion

Access Nodes: Points

on

a smaller number of

conversion.

voice

of a public switched network

the edge of the

are

Digital

cellular antenna sites and

depending on

subscriber

individual

also perform various

forms

access

lines

of protocol

individual

attached

to twisted

and

pair copper

wiring

from 16 kbps to 800

line distance.

American National Standards Institute.

may

ATU-C

speed cell

based data transmission

protocol

carried over xDSL.

and

ATU-R (ADSL Transmission Unit, Central

ADSL line that

or

copper wiring.

Optical Network Units (ONUs).

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode): Ultra high

which

concentrate

from 1.5 Mbps to 9 Mbps downstream (to the subscriber)

kbps upstream,

:

twisted pair

Loop Carrier systems concentrating

ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line): Modems
that transmit

passive

Access Network that

feeder lines. Access Nodes may

Typical Access Nodes

lines to Tl lines,

ANSI

that connects access nodes to individual

The Access Network today is predominantly

subscribers.

into

Abbreviations

telephone

stands

switch.

between the line

It may be integrated

Cable Modem (CM): A

Todd R. Engle
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and

the first item

or

Remote): The device

of equipment

in the

at

the end

of an

subscriber premises

within an access node.

modulator-demodulator at a subscriber
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location intended for

use

in
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conveying data communications

on a cable

television system.

Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS): Cable

cable

television system head-end or distribution

functionality to

Cable

low

end

Refers to the

Such

high

to a

plants

end

42MHz. Customers

path

termination system, located

which provides

the cable modems to enable data connectivity to a

network:

cable services.

hub,

modem

cable

television plant that

generally employ

in the 440 to 750 MHz

a

would

downstream

wide-area network.

in the

for

used

for data

over

range of

54 MHz

on

in the

range of

5 to

range and an upstream path

share a common communications path

the

complementary

typically be

path

at

the

upstream and a separate common

for downstream.

CATV

(Community Access

CM: Cable

modem

(see

Television): Also known

as

Cable TV.

above).

CMCI: Cable Modem to CPE Interface.

CMTRI: Cable Modem Telco Return Interface is the

attached

to,

or

inside of,

a cable modem and

Todd R. Engle
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interface between

a telco modem

the CMTS.

CMTS: Cable Modem Termination System (see

CMTS-NSI: Cable Modem Termination

upstream

above).

SystemNetwork
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Core Network: Combination
offices

of

switching

offices and transmission plant

together. In the U.S. local exchange,

Interexchange networks; in the

rest of

core networks are

the world

(now)

the

linked

by

connecting switching

several

core network extends

competing
to national

boundaries.

CPE (Customer Premises Equipment): Portion

of

the communication

system

residing

within

the

customer's premises.

CSA (Carrier
Carrier

Serving

(DLC)

Area): Area

served

by

a

LEC, RBOC

or

telco,

often

using Digital

Loop

technology.

Downstream: The direction

of

transmission from the

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line): Modems

network access provider

on either end of a single

twisted pair

to the

wire

subscriber.

that

delivers

ISDN Basic Rate Access.

DSLAM (Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer): Device

subscriber

lines

and concentrates

Feeder Network: Part

them to a

single

which

takes a

number of

ADSL

ATM line.

of a public switched network which connects access nodes

to the

core

network.

FTTC (Fiber To The Curb): A

curbside

distribution

Todd R. Engle
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network where an optical

point close

to the

subscriber where
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fiber

it is

runs

from

converted

telephone switch to a

to

a copper pair.
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HDSL (High data
pair wires

rate

Digital Subscriber Line): Modems

on either end of one or more

twisted

that deliver Tl or El speeds. At present Tl requires two lines and El requires
three.

See SDSL for

one

line HDSL.

HFC: Hybrid Fiber Coax (see below).

Hybrid Fiber/Coax

(HFC) System:

Broadband bi-directional

using fiber trunks between the head-end

fiber

nodes

and the

fiber nodes,

transmission system

distribution from the

and coaxial

to the customer locations.

ISP (Internet Service Provider): Organization offering
public and

shared-media

having its

own computer servers

and

providing Internet

services to the

to provide the services offered.

LAN: Local Area Network.

LEC (Local Exchange Carrier): One
have

originated with

of

the

U.S. telephone

the recent U.S. deregulation

NAP (Network Access Provider): Another
associated

new

name

of

access and service providers

that

telecommunications.

for the

provider of networked

telephone

and

services, usually in the U.S.

NSP (Network Service Provider): Term for

an organization

offering

and

providing

value added

network services on a telecommunications network.

NTE (Network Termination Equipment): Equipment

Todd R. Engle
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at

the

ends of

the

line.
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ONU (Optical Network Unit): Form
fiber to

electrical signals that can

individual

of access node

be transmitted

that converts optical signals transmitted

via coaxial cable or

Only name recognized

telephone service. POTS takes the lowest 4kHz of bandwidth

and

a

line

with

interleave

POTS

with other

RADSL (Rate

adapt

must either use

data

frequencies

of

ADSL

where

Operating

from the break up

of

Company): One

of

on

the world for basic analog

twisted

POTS

pair wiring.

Any

service

POTS to digital

or convert

the

modems

test the line at start up and

has

not

been

adopted

distinguish, however,

services

to

premises of

Telco: Generic

name

as

the

seven

U.S. telephone

companies that

AT&T.

SDSL (Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line): HDSL

and

above

around

their operating speed to the fastest the line can handle.

resulted

to

wiring to

signals.

ADSL): Version

adaptive

RBOC (Regional Bell

name

pair copper

subscribers.

POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service):

sharing

twisted

via

by

a standards

SDSL

individual

plus

group, but

operates over

is

POTS

POTS

over a single

telephone line. This

being discussed by ETSI.

and would

be

suitable

for

It is important

symmetric

customers.

for telephone

companies

throughout the world which

encompasses

RBOCs

LECs.

Todd R. Engle
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VDSL
data

(Very

rates

1000 feet

high bit

rate

Digital Subscriber Line): Modem for twisted-pair

from 12.9 to 52.8 Mbps
of

24

gauge

twisted

with

but

increasingly

available

Competitive Access Providers,

xDSL:

The

abbreviation which

or

network

from

CAPs),

December 1997

facilities, usually

at

ranging from 4500 feet to

offered

alternative access providers

that link business

collectively

technologies, namely ADSL, HDSL, SDSL,

Todd R. Engle

maximum reach

operating

pair.

WAN (Wide Area Network): Private

companies

corresponding

access

refers

and

to the

by public telephone
(sometimes

called

network nodes.

several

Digital Subscriber Line

VDSL.
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